LA819 950109 Eliminate Brain Fatigue Series
We were told that it is rainy season and you don’t want classes, so we’ll just teach this class and good-bye. I’ll come again
inbetween and finish this course which I am going to start. “Cookies will be served after class tonight in celebration of Dr.
Soram’s birthday.” That’s fascinating.
(CLASS: Laughter.)
We have been celebrating his birthday from last Friday, I think and there is a Sat Hari Kaur’s birthday. That’s why my sugar
goes up, you know? (By) night you end up eating lot of cookies. But this is essential part of life, right? Anything else? No?
Oh, that, those are blessed people. Aha----.
Now, are you with me? And understand English? That’s what once I came and teach a class, they said, “You speak English?”
I said, “I’ll try.”
But today I can say 25 years, 26 years I have taught, all the teachings were taught with one idea -- to give it to America. I never
taught here with the idea that you will learn. That was never the idea. Because, if you are learned one millionth of those
teaching, just one line sometime and would have stuck with them, your life would have been different, you would have been
happier than you are, and there is nothing on the world which could have paraphrased you as worried.
Your life as it is, is based on two, three, four things and I’ll like to qualify those things tonight. Like, you feel... (YB adjusts his
necklace, which has become twisted up around his neck) oh, it is twisted? As everything is twisted. Today is a funny day.
But it is very pretty. That’s why I wore it today.
Your life is based on feelings. Feelings come from thoughts. Out of one zillion thought, there are hundred thousand feelings.
Feelings are good things. They only prove sensitivity. Beyond that they have no meaning. Try to understand. Then feelings,
out of feelings, something become emotion. That feeling when become a attachment, then it is emotion. You understand what
I am saying? And there are lot of emotions, commotions. Then you end up with desires, couple thousand desires and when
you have a whole mind to it, that what you want to achieve, what you want to aim, that will become desire. And if you have
no desire, you are very desirable. But when you have desire, you are not desirable. Do you know that? You don’t know that.
Nobody teaches like this.
Any person who has a desire is not desirable. Because when you have a desire, you are into you, what the other person has to
do with you? Nothing. Is a lip service, it is just diplomatic nonsense. It doesn’t mean any sense. You are not sincere. You are
not truthful in your social relationship. You feel horny and sexy, you need sex, so you get married. When you are young, you
do four, five, six times a day and when you are old you just look at each other and it’s done. I mean, that’s what it comes
down to. And when I came to America, on every street, you know, legs into legs and lips into lips and God knows what goes
on, and now it is very difficult to shake hand with a person. You know what I am talking about?
Now, your life is based on feelings from thought, emotions and desires and then achievements. Achievements, right? That is
where you become monkies. Achievement is your confinement. Have you ever understood that? Achievement is your
confinement. Your values are magnetically attracting things. Your achievement confine you and repel things.
Now, I’m a doctor. I did my Ph.D. in psychology, I’m a doctor. So, whenever I’ll talk, I’ll talk precisely, confinely, within the
realm, within the attributes and within the facets of that knowledge. Can’t go beyond. You understand? Because if I’ll talk
something other than that, somebody will say “What, what is wrong with him? Doesn’t he understand that theory, that
theory, this theory, this theory?”
No, but suppose I would have been layman, uneducated, absolutely knowing nothing of this word and would have spoken
one word. Those who have no desire are very desirable. Think about it. Think about it. Think about it. Repeat it in you
mind, see how good you feel. How much a load it takes away from your head. How comfortable you become.
You think people teach you spirituality or religion? They are thieves, they are all stealing your money, time and wasting your
life. You are not taught religion once in last five thousand years. Because so long you do not learn not to have a desire, you
are never going to be desirable. Desirable to who? Who created you. That is spirituality. Why you have earthly desires and
earthly achievements, then you are confined here? You can’t go. That is a subtle Infinity. And what a achievement the Jews
got. How there is One, pure, Almighty God. Yeah, what about it? Then there is a One, pure Almighty God of the Jews,
Almighty God of the Christians, Almighty God of the Moslems, Almighty thirty three million Gods of the Hindus. Oh, they
have gone beyond. Buddha said, ”There is no God and there is no, no, no God.” He did not agree to anything. He took a
middle path.
When you really look at it, and tonight we are talking very freely, I am not treating you just like little kids who have come to
the class, give them a lollipop and send them home and skin you out of fifteen, twenty dollars. Well, you know, yoga center is
always in the red. God bless it. But so... However, these are called confinements. In olden times, there used to be a Gurukul.
A Guru will live in a tree house, little hut, omfortable, very decorative. You can’t even make it today. If you make a one
Gurukul now, it’ll cost about five to six million dollars. Bamboo straw house, absolutely weather proof, comfortable and
automatic conditioning and then all the pathway and all the garden and all the places for the disciples. And then disciples will
go to the city and ask for Bhiksha(sic). Ask for food, and offering. The beauty is, whichever house they will go, whatever will

come, they will mark it. To me, it is very simple way of data collecting. Which house gave what, will show where they are at.
And Guru, while sitting there will know, who is who.
That was the way, the social order was. Every parent will take five year old child and give it to the Gurukul. And when child
is 21, he’ll come home, fully prepared, fully ready, fully conditioned, with values, with characteristic, with facet and with facts.
And there was a homogenic living, a peaceful, homogenic living. Because, each weak is helped by the strong. And strong took
the pride in helping the weak. Weak took pride in helping, so a, a bond was established to grow. Today you do not know who
is living in your neighborhood. Life is very different.
Somebody was discussing with me this morning about alcohol. I saidalcohol is very essential.”
He said, “How can you say it?”
I say, ”You know how much lie you speak a day, how much stressful your living is, how much thief and cheat you are, how
much wrong you think? To sometime to insane yourself you need some little thing.” Have you ever thought, how much false
you live? How many Americans have to take a sleeping pill at night, to go to bed. And how many Americans have to take a,
that strong Turkish coffee, that can kill a dog, go crazy, forget about a human, just to get up from the bed?
Life has been made now so tense, because it is based on thoughts, feeling, emotions and commotions, desires. Therefore,
nobody’s desirable. Desirable person is only that who has no desire. Then... it’s a Catch-22. When you have no desire, then
the One who created you comes through. That’s the way to make God to serve the man.
The principle of desirelessness is the basic principle of those who have faith or belief or understanding, they belong to God.
And God is Almighty, all prevailing, whether it’s a Hindus’ God or a Moslem God or Jews’ God, I don’t know. Aspirin is
aspirin to me, doesn’t matter what label you put on it. Makes no sense. One thing about God is clear?
Now about you. You want to live. You want to...?
CLASS: Live.
YB: And God wants you to live. Now there’s a conflict between the two. Those who obey the rule of life and wants to live
because God wants them to live, shall be happy, shall be at peace, shall be tranquil, shall be grace. Their path will be clear.
And those who want to live has to live and exert and hassle and sweat, and use their reserve force and their ego as much as
they can afford. So, world has become a hasslers’ paradise.
And what we have to offer? What do we offer? Do we offer how spiritual I am? No. We offer how wise I am, how rich I am,
how successful I am, how bountiful I am. Have you met anybody who said, “I am, I am”?
Third thing, your name. Mr. E. Weber, whatever. And John said, “Have you met Mr. E. Weber today?”
And I said, “Yes, oh, he is a snake. Be afraid of him.”
Now, what is his real name? Snake. It’s not “E. Weber,” and he’s not a human, either. All of you have name for everybody.
That is called real concept. Fake concept is, you look human, you are called human, and you are human. So, in democracy,
snakes have right of vote, wolves have right of votes, birds have right of votes; what kind of democracy is this? And you are
judged by your equal peers. Peers are what? They do not know what is the number of your shoes; what do they know who
you are?
There’s a really difficulty in this life to be a human. We are all, folks, candles, but none is lit. So, actually, we are wax. We are
not candle. When the head of the candle is lit, darkness goes. When the man glows and grows, life becomes very happy. You
don’t ask for it. Then God finds you, you don’t have to find God. But you don’t trust what I am saying. I know and I do not
trust you either what I am saying even you understand. That I know. In spite of that difficulty, I still teach in America. Do
you understand my pain? And thank God I have not got insane. I know the truth is truth, and I know you don’t like the truth
and I know you are all seeker of the truth. Can you believe this conflict? You all want to know the truth, right? And you want
to be truthful and you want to know truth. May I ask you something? Do you know, is it true the earth rotates in 24 hours? Is
it true? Do you rotate it? And One who can rotate this planet earth in 24 hours, can’t take care of your routine? But do you
trust that routine to Him or Her, whatever That is? No.
You know, in India once I was very worried and I saw a man bringing jeep to the office. I came down, I said, “I am very glad
to know...” I knew he doesn’t know driving. I knew it. I knew he doesn’t have a license, he has no training, because I knew
perfectly and I said, “I am very glad that you drove this vehicle to office. I am very pleased that you are very good driver.”
He looked at me. He said, “Have I reached office?”
I say “Yes, this is office.”
He said, “You are may commanding officer?”
I said, “Yes, I am your commanding officer. Are you, are you okay?”
He said, “If you say so, I am okay. I am in my office and you are my commanding officer. Yes, I have reached, I have reached,
hey, I have reached!”
I, I, knew it. I grabbed him, I took him in and I said, ”Somebody come and massage him and wake him up.” He drove 48 miles
absolutely not knowing what he was doing. When he came to senses, I said, “What happened?”
He said, “Well, we got ambushed.”
I say, “OK, what happened to the others?”
He say, “I know nothing.”

I say “What you did?”
He say, “I don’t know, I, Ithink I came to office and I brought the jeep.”
And I said, “Thank you.”
Well, we went on the wireless and we sent the reinforcement and we found out our other people were totally nailed down by
the counterfire and we rescued them. That was a separate issue, but 48 miles this man drove, who even doesn’t know what
clutch is, forget about everything else. Because, whatever is the universe, that’s what you are.
So-ee khanday jo barmanday.
What is within you is, that universe is.
Knowledge is a revelation of tomorrow and knowledge is just a revelation of tomorrow within you. It doesn’t come outside.
There’s no knowledge outside. All knowledge is within you. If you direct it properly, consciously, if you direct it consciously,
you become the knower of all. If you direct it otherwise, you are miserable of all. That’s the difference. That is the difference
and that difference is not an easy difference.
When you are young, your blood is hot, your pituitary is working, your glandular system is very fast, you do many fast things.
Forgetting one day it will all slow down and you will be not mature enough to cope with the world. So folks, this planet earth,
you have earned the visit. It is your lottery. You can waste in loitering here and go nowhere, or you can achieve the life as
being you. There’s no more beauty than if you can define in this life you as you, by you, not by me. And then if life is not
beautiful and bountiful, call me collect. Yeah, then I can understand. There is only one way to live healthy, happy and holy.
That One who made you, let Him keep you. Create a relationship with your Maker. Everything else is a shaker. You will
never find peace of mind. But you make a relationship with your Maker, you will never regret it.
I was talking to somebody in India just now, before coming telephone came, “Are you coming to India?” That was the
question.
I say, “Yes.”
“Are you healthy?”
I say, “I don’t think so.”
“Are you still coming?”
I say, “Yes.”
“Why?”
I say, “I need this meditation.” I am not going to India. It is not a travel. It is a simple meditation. Getting ready, going, be
there, sharing myself and being shared. Some people will abuse me, some people will insult me, some people respect me,
some people may kill me, some people may appreciate me. Only those who will go will find it out.
Last time I went after 9 years. I have never seen I have become so desirable. I couldn’t believe it. I came out of the car, I put
my foot on the ground, they won’t even let me lift foot, they took me the earth and put it in the pots. Now, how much you can
travel like that? I never knew I am that holy. I looked around myself that perhaps something has grown from here, have I
grown wings or my Unicorn horn has grown or I am same man who couldn’t even come 9 years. But it was amazing how they
treated and how they pushed.
Then I saw these Americans who talk great America, eating butter and that saag and all that. Can you believe, all these people
who diet all the time were everyone taking about a pound of butter and gobbling it? And they were so happy and they still
remember it. These are all dieters you know, “Oh, I know I want to be skinny and I want to do this.” And they never ate.
What happened to those damn spoons? No, they just took like that. (YB demonstrates somebody using their hand as a spoon,
and licking the palm of the hand.) First time I saw a American girl doing like this (licks his palm) and I said, “Wow.”
It is something because there was a sense of freedom. Here you don’t have freedom. vYou don’t have freedom in your
feelings, in your emotions, in your desires. It’s all standardized. Everything is in boxes. You live in the pigeon-hole world.
Fifth Avenue. What’s? Sak’s avenue, what is? Clothing, designer’s clothes. Somebody design what you should wear. You
don’t have even that much knowledge to design what you want to wear? Who you are?
I sit with my tailor, I say, “I want a coat like this, I want a gown like this, I want my arms like that, I want this, I want loose
here, I want it tight here.” I pay for it, that’s all right. I want to wear what I want to wear. No.
I have a girl of mine, one day she brought, she said, “Is this dress very fine?”
I looked at it, I said, “Is it made of bamboo sticks or what?”
She said, “No, it’s a special fiber.”
I said, “OK.”
“Is this my purse is fine?”
I say, “Yeah, Nadeem, my man from India, sells it for about five dollars. It is a bamboo stick purse. What is big deal about it?”
“And my shoes, look at my shoes.”
I said, “They are of bamboo stick, too.” And there’s a silk inside. Fifteen hundred dollars for the shoes, eighteen hundred
dollars for the purse, and three thousand five hundred dollars for that damned dress which you can’t wear. And it’s all
padded up so that skin may not be going somewhere else. I say, “You’re never going to wear it.”

“No, it is special, it was on sale.” (YB shakes his head and holds & rubs his ears like a man who is frustrated and can’t believe
he is hearing what someone is saying.)
I say, “I got it.”
What’s it? There is a desire to be somebody. There is a desire to add to you something, because you are empty. You don’t
think you are you. So, somebody designed your designs, somebody tell you what to do, some... it is a very, very far stretched
world. And then you say, you do not feel depressed and have nervous breakdown?
First, the Gringos used to hate Spanish, right? And whites used to hate blacks, right? Remember that? In between those some
brown came, you started hating. Now, look at this, now brown hate browns, black hate blacks, white hates black. It is a fun.
It is not hating a particular thing. You want something to hate. It’s absolutely -- the war is haves and have-not. And those
who don’t have themself, have nothing, and they shall fight all their life till death. Doesn’t matter which religion you belong
to, what yoga you study and how rich you are. You are condemned. You are insane, you do not know who you are. The life
is to find who you are. For God’s sake, wake up. First thing first.
Ask yourself this question, “Who am I? What I am doing? What is my object? And what is my subject? What is my distance?
And what is my destiny?” That is how you should start the day. That is called “Starting to realize self.” That was I was going
to teach here, but now I am going tomorrow and I, in between I’ll come and I’ll cover the course, I’ll teach, that I promise, but I
couldn’t continue.
MEDITATION:
So, now, I am going to put you through little stuff, right? And, don’t be lazy and don’t be... Do it, okay? Let’s see we can do it
or not. Come on.
We have to take the glandular system into consideration and we have to make the stimulation, so that our blood chemistry
changes and if we do it right, it will change about 3 to 4 minutes. It should take earlier, but our food is not pure. We have a lot
of urea; some people do eat meat, some people eat lot of other stuff which creates uric acid. So, I mean that is sometime a
hindrance, otherwise if you take sattvic food, it takes about a minute and a half. And then after that, you will go through the
meditate vecellar by yourself and you should come out on the other end all right. Correct? All right.
kriya 9 minutes: Please sit in peace and
tranquillity, spine straight. Let’s be nice.
Now, this is, this is my hand, this is my
hand and this is my hand. When this hand
goes up, this hand goes down. You have to
be, …No, this is a very powerful magnetic
circle, you won’t be in a position to create it
right. When this goes up, this goes down,
this goes up, this goes down, you have to
use both hemisphere which you are not in a
habit. You can’t do it. But just concentrate.
You will do it. First few minutes. You
can’t. I’m telling you, anybody who thinks himself, “I have IQ,” you are all damn nothing. You can’t do it, you see? (YB
demonstrates the movement.) I can do it. I know how to do it. I have been doing it all my life, but when I started with
you--- (YB makes whining sounds) -- you look crazy but that’s not the way. Come on, come on. See, how I am fast? It’s a
sign of Infinity if you do it. I’ll give you the secret. That’s why they say, ”Without Guru, there’s no way.” If you look, Sat
Simran, it’s just this and then and this and then and this and then, and this and then and this and then. It’s all easy, see dear?
Come on, try it. Not same way, son. This, that. Right? This and that and this and that, this and... it’s very easy. This and...
Come on, guys, do it, it’s very easy. Because, you have two hemisphere, therefore co-ordination is not there. So you are going
to do end up doing like this, and like this. This won’t work. This go up, this go down and then start working. Hum, hum,
hum. See, how easy? How easily I do? Come on, come on. It’s the same thing. I am not (more) intelligent than you. Simply,
I have years of practice. Come on, move. You will go out of breath and you’ll sweat. You got to do it hard way. Yeah, quick,
quick, quick, quick. Yes, quick, quick. Quick, quick, get into it. It’s the best exercise. You are doing perfect. Come on, here.
Yeah see, I’m telling you. It’s called, it is called “round lap.” You have been in swimming? I invented it. Come on. (Student
gets up on stage and demonstrates the movement.) How difficult it is? Watch, watch. (Both YB and the student demonstrate
the posture together) Do something for God’s sake.
You know, in India, they are very good. They, they are all deadly against me, because, they don’t like me at all. They think
that it was a great sacred knowledge, I stole it from India, I came to America and I have no reservation, I teach it openly,
therefore I am very cruel man. Devil overtook me, something like that, I don’t know what do they say. When I go, they love
me very much and respectfully, but in my absence I know they talk very ill of me. I hear it that way. But this exercise, you got
to learn. Do it, do it.

It will, it will correct the hemispheres of the brain. It will put the medulla of the neurons in powerful place. It’s very simple,
see? It’s very simple, come on, let’s do it. Jesus Christ, you go and spend that money in gold(sic) (means Gold’s gym), you
know, when it comes to brain, you don’t have it. Very good, you’re doing good. See how easy it i?s Yeah, that’s the correct.
Finally, you got it. Now come on, come on, here. So the ladies can see it. I just want help. See? Once you get into it, you
won’t get out of it. That’s the beauty of it. Start is difficult, otherwise, once you get into it, you are fine.
Keep going now. One sign if you are correct, you’ll start sweating in any minute. Because once we split the brain and ask
individual hemisphere to work, body comes to reform itself. The entire glandular system start working differently and body
becomes different. All ill health and the cells of ill health are defeated or eaten by healthy cells. You know, there is a system
inside. This is a very good exercise. Come on. Yeah Guru Amrit, see if you would have done it, you would not have gone
through all that. Very good. Now, you are on the stage. You can’t stop, huh? Normally, you would have cheated. Go, go, go,
Amrita, go, faster! Come on, try. Harder. Try, try, try. What do they call, bring the ego and machoism into it. That’s what
it’s useful.
These were the things I knew they wanted to me to go to a Soviet Union. That’s why I ran to Canada. Not that I wanted ever
to come here. I had no idea. They wanted to teach the Soviet Union, parapsychological, quantum projection of self-creativity
and projection.
God, go, go, go, go, go, folks, go. Work hard. Because after this what come is a meditation and I tell you, it is one of the best.
If you ever go to deep in Himalaya, near the border line of Tibet of some places, you’ll find very shockingly a naked sadhu
sitting on a stone. No, no, no, I am not kidding. Where you will freeze, a naked sadhu sitting on a stone, doing this exercise
and alive; wherever, you’ll have air proof this, and weatherproof this, and God you will be just as big as chicken is. But the
guy is just naked. Just one loin cloth and he is working. Come on, try it, try it, sweat, sweat, this is
a good sweat.
Now, comes the time. 3 minutes: Inhale and hold your hand to the right side like this please,
close your eyes and meditate. Just on right side. Sit, sit, straight. Sit... hands will go to the right,
not you. It will change your tomorrow, I can promise you that. Right hemisphere of the brain is
your working, thinking, intuition for tomorrow. Left is to hold you, maintain you, nurture you and
contain you. Up, up, up. Sixty degree. Not higher, not lower, just sixty degree. Close your eyes,
concentrate, breathe long and deep, enforce your existence. You can conquer death. You can
conquer...?
CLASS: Death.
YB: Go ahead. You have to do it just minute and a half more. Not more than that. Keep on doing.
Cough also, doesn’t matter, it will just, it will take the whole nervous system into account, don’t
worry about it. This exercise which I am giving you folks, can prevent the coming disease, coming
disease. So powerful. Because, it makes the blood chemistry to secrete in a way that blood
becomes healthy and organs will function right and you can be great.
Keep up, sixty degrees, straight hands It’s not a big deal. We are on the run of last few seconds. Oh, 45 seconds, oh my God.
Come on, come on, it’s coming to an end, quick, quick, quick, quick, quick. Stray, stay, stay.
Wow, inhale deep, change to the left please and stretch. Breathe long and deep, hold tight. It’s 3 minutes,
big deal. Heavenly, ho. You need a twenty thousand dollar machine to exercise. God, you guys are totally
sold out on things. Hey, this is not any money here, it is all just this way. Come on now. Now you are
dealing with your initial basic self, what is called original strength of intuition. Come on, do it right. Pull,
pull, pull. Hey baba, try it. Cry it and try it, but keep doing. Wow, you have already done it. Minute and a
half more, don’t worry, don’t, you don’t want to make a noise, otherwise everybody will be depressed. Come
on. It’s all for you. You know, one thing: No pain, no gain, that’s what they say. Huh, huh.
Hey, you guys, we have only left now the last minute run. I am now looking at the watch, you are looking at
me. Come on, come on, steady, now stretch for God’s sake. Don’t drop your hand and don’t drop anything.
Just do it right. Wow, 50 minutes left, 50 seconds, (laughs). Forty-five seconds. No, no, I am looking at
the hand, that’s it. When you start looking at the watch, it’ll start moving slow. Thirty seconds. Wow,
come on, come on come on, come on. Move, move, move. Steady now, take action, get ready.
Now, inhale deep. 46,46 Put your both hands over your head and lock the fingers and stretch the
spine, please. Stretch it. Stretch is harder. Stretch it. Cannon fire out. Inhale deep. Hold tight,
stretch spine, stretch. Fire out. Inhale deep again, hold tight, stretch it, stretch it, take the bent off.
Relax. Not bad, you were very good. You know, when I started doing this exercise, to learn this, I just
sat down, I said, “What is this?” Then I came home and I figured it out, then I did it myself. Sometime
you are not with the thing. Because you know, this is your problem. What you call comfort is when you
do have, you have to do nothing and somebody does for you. You know, what I mean? You understand? You don’t want to
do anything.

You know what your comfort situation is? There should be a big, big, big bed, with very, very comfortable pillow, vibrating
and you should lie down and be sleepy and comfortable and your eyes will be closed, and you are seeing the world in a
panorama show like TV. And food should be swallowed by stomach without going through your mouth. I mean, it, it’s
actually in a hospital, it happens, but, that is actually your imagination of comfort when you are like that. Have you seen in a
hospital like that? (YB demonstrates a person in a hospital, lying sick on a bed, arms stretched out, head back, mouth open,
tongue sticking out.) It’s called “Q” formula. The man has a tongue out, like a “Q”, mouth is open, can’t, poor boy, close it.
Oxygen is on, food is going through intravenous and bed moves electrically and no bath. They just clean the skin, what do
they call that thing?
STUDENT: Sponge bath.
YB: A sponge bath, and there comes beautiful girl smiling, “Hello Mr. So and So, how are you?” And that is actually what
you expect subconsciously. And you are not sick, thank your stars. You know what I am saying?
Your job of comfort is when things are done for you. Your job of comfort is not when you do things for yourself. And actually
happiness is, when you do things for others. You can never be happy doing things for yourself. Never. There is no happiness.
Without sacrifice, there is no happiness and if you do things for others you are happy otherwise what are you doing? For
yourself? Forget it.
Now, lock your hands and stretch it, try to break your fingers and tear them apart from your
body and hold the breath. Inhale deep, hold tight and open up as much powerful you can. Put
your whole force into it. That will give you good eyes, ears, nose, throat, lungs and heartbeat
and all that. Everything above navel will be taken care of. Now, breathe out. Breathe in.
Luckily you are skinny, but you got to do it hard. Come, on. Pull. Harder, breathe out. Breathe
in. Pull. Breathe out.

Could you very kindly stretch your feet straight and you put one foot over the other,
entangle them and put them tight and then try to separate them with the force of your
legs, after entangling the feet, please? Yeah, now spread them, spread them. Not
willfully, by force, by force, by force. One side left, the other side entangle the right, do it
and do it three times, total six times.
Now, entangle the feet please. Inhale. You will not get a heart attack, if you can do this
exercise all the time, mind you. Yoga shastra is not wrong. All right, ready? Inhale deep,
hold tight and now try to tear them up, but the lock should remain. It will give you all
strength in the hip and the base of the spine, in the legs and sciatica. All area will be
done. Relax. Change. Inhale deep, do it again. Priceless. Try. Relax. Change again, inhale deep, go, do it, do it, do it.
Relax, change again, inhale deep, do it. Relax. Once more, inhale deep.
Now, put your hands there as before and do it together. Wow, go. Relax. Change, inhale deep, pull it together. At the
count of 16, only, let the breath go. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,
relax, done. Thank you.
Hello, it doesn’t require 350 dollars after month payment, it doesn’t
require any instrument, it doesn’t require anything. The entire central
nervous system is served and it becomes strong. If a person does this
exercise, which I have done with you today, you can punch through a
steel wall, you’ll be that strong. And body has that capacity. I have
seen people who just weigh, say, 140 pounds and they can just easily lift a weight, five, six, times their weight. Just, just, (YB
demonstrates someone pushing a weight up in the air over their head.) ..... Because they have strength. Their nerves,
ultimately your strength is your nerves. Muscles are all right to a certain extent, bones are OK.
You know, I was in Florida and the carpet walked under me. I, I thought that I was standing on a carpet, but it start flying.
So, as I am, drum, and I say, “I am falling.” So I put my hands down and then like it’s called ‘wrestler’s fall,’ that much I
knew. So, then every part of the, I became Lord Krishna, I was blue. So, I went to the doctor three days later. First few days I
couldn’t even go and doctor took me as an emergency and he X-rayed the whole body, and he said, “Did you really fall?”
And I said, “Yes.”
He said, “From all this, I, I think you have been beaten.”
I say, “How you say so?”
He said, “Muscles are all beaten up and all that, but there is no breakage. Bone took the pressure very well.”

I said, “Doctor, I impacted myself.”
He said, “Please demonstrate, so I can teach all people how to fall.” Because when I was falling, I knew there is no way to do
anything, but to fall. There’s no way because carpet started flying. So, I totally impacted myself, impacted myself, toe to top.
I squeezed myself into a one solid being. And I fell. That’s why my head is still together, otherwise it would have opened up,
because edge was very strong.
You have to learn habit when you get up from the bed, you must constrict and then release. Constrict and release. Total body,
from toe to top, stretch, then cat stretch, cat stretch, three time total, twice, cat stretch, then get up. Then turn left, turn right,
then go this way, that way, up, then touch the ground.
Driving a cold car is to kill the engine. Just getting up like a frog is to kill the day. Doesn’t matter how many vitamins you eat
and what you do, you’ll never be together. Early in the morning, open your eyes in your hands and stretch your body. See? I
am going to do it for you, so you may know at least, how you do it. No, like this. Watch this. See? (YB lies down on the
teacher’s bench, and demonstrates stretching his hands, feet, setting his navel, etc. -- all exercises one should do before they get
out of the bed in the morning.) And then cat pose you can do. It should not be difficult, but these three stretches, you have to
have, if you want to work whole day. Then your eyes will see what they see, your ear will hear that they hea,r and you
accurately can express yourself.
The main problem in your life is, what you say and what you want to say. If you say what you want to say, and that is
impacted to be heard by the person your are saying, your life is very comfortable. There are three parts in it. What are those
three parts? You say, right? You say, I hear. You say, I hear. I say what I want to say and it is heard what is to be heard.
Because the inner bone, the hammer bone must create a proper signal, so I can interpret, as I am hearing, and saying, my
tongue must compute it and it must have that sense of projection in it, so it can reach me, exactly the way I am saying it. You
speak through the head, but you understand through the heart.
Well, next, when I am coming back? I don’t know. Anybody knows? 15th is Sunday, right? When I am going to Mexico? So,
then if I have to teach here, I’ll come 15th. Well, we’ll see. You will be notified. No commitment, right? Then I’ll go to Mexico.
Then I’ll return from Acapulco when? Sometime. Then I’ll be with you. Right? Then make pickle of me and then I’ll go to
India, right? 27th, something like that and then 27th to 15th of February, long time. That’s all right. They’re all very well
educated, they have studied with me 25 years, they know it all, they see it all, but we have to finish this individual
development of the hemisphere and taking away the brain fatigue. That’s what I want to, before I go to India I want to
complete it. That’s the purpose. OK? Now. May...
(Class sings: “May the Long Time Sunshine...”)
CLOSING PRAYER:
Blessed life, the gift in gratitude earned to be in experience by the will of the Creator, as a part of this creation in love and joy
as creature, may we all be blessed together. May we join in love, prayer, with our smiles and with our vastness, with open
heart to see the light in each other, that of the God’s will. May all live in peace, tranquillity, honor, love and service, so we can
understand and serve those who are beyond our capacity, to test our reality in the Name of our Creator, consciously,
gracefully and truthfully. Sat Nam.
All right, Happy birthday...
(Class sing: “Happy Birthday...”)
Wow, I went to Khalsa clinic today in Beverly Hills. It was a fantastic building and clinic looks really wonderful. Thank God
we got out of that dungeon. What they call it? Cedar Sinai Towers? We got out of that. And I fell in love with my own
office. It was very well done. Fantastic. We have opened in Beverly Hill this office, what we call it Heart, Mind and... Body,
Mind and Heart. Soram will take care of the body, I’ll take care of the mind and Dr. Kapoor will take care of the heart. Oh,
wow, but it is fantastic. At least it has open air, parking is very cheap, surprising.
Hey, (YB gives his cookie to someone else, so as not to eat it), I obey the rules.

